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Exercise 12.1. ♥ Find det(Mn), where Mn the n× n matrix

Mn =



1 1
−1 1 1

−1 1 1
. . .

−1 1 1
−1 1 1

−1 1 1
−1 1


(The blanks are zero.)

Exercise 12.2. Algebra Dragon strikes again! He brings new rules. It is not the Dragon
but the Princess who has to set up the initial matrix, but there is no slack: the matrix has
to be 8 × 8. Come midnight, Dragon will change one entry. If the rank goes down to 7 or
below, Dragon eats Princess.

(a) Princess just got an “A” on her Linear Algebra test. Will that help?

(b) Dragon actually enjoys this game and is not particularly hungry, so he gives Princess a
sporting chance. Princess is not only allowed to design the 8×8 matrix but can also tell
the Dragon which entry the Dragon is allowed to change. Will this save Princess?

Exercise 12.3. Recall that in Clubtown, every club has at least 2 members and every pair
of clubs shares exactly one member. The town has n citizens, where n is a large number.
Find a maximal system of clubs such that most citizens don’t belong to any club.

Exercise 12.4. Recall the theorem that the number of clubs in Clubtown is at most n, and
that this bound is tight. The example that showed this bound was tight had one club with
n− 1 members and n− 1 clubs with 2 members each.

(a) Assume now that Clubtown has n = 7 citizens. Construct a system of 7 clubs where
each club has 3 members.

(b) Let p be a prime. Assume Clubtown has n = p2 + p + 1 citizens. Construct a system of
n clubs where each club has p + 1 members.
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